
Brunswick Dragons VS Hawthorn Citizens  

 

1ST Quarter 

In cool blustery conditions Josh Murphy the captain for the day elected to kick with the wind.  

After a week off the Brunswick boys were fired up and ready for a big day. From the first bounce 

both teams showed high pressure and close checking with lots of talk and shepparding by the boys 

and some great tackling  

Brunswick peppered the goals and finally Elias opened up the account after a great setup from Ty 

and Otis.  A lapse in concentration late in the quarter let Hawthorn back in the match  

Quarter Time Scores  

Brunswick 1.6. 12 Hawthorn 1.0. 6  

2nd Quarter 

Once again the pressure & intensity shown by both teams made for an exciting match.  No team 

dominated and the Brunswick backline worked hard at their run and handballs to keep their 

opponents scoreless for the quarter. It wasn’t until late in the quarter that 2 quick goals by Otis and 

Elias allowed Brunswick to take a comfortable lead into the half time break.  

Half Time Scores  

Brunswick 3.7. 25 Hawthorn 1.0. 6  

3rd Quarter 

Hawthorn came out firing and banged on 2 quick goals. Brunswick steadied by tackling hard and it 

was the 2nd&3rd efforts by the boys that helped them remain in the lead for the final Quarter.  

3RD Quarter Scores  

Brunswick 4.8. 32 Hawthorn 3.1.19 

 

 

 



4TH Quarter 

With the wind swirling Brunswick was still able to move the ball and find a teammate to kick or 

handball to. Hawthorn put a lot of pressure on our boys but Brunswick believed in themselves and 

was able to keep the scoreboard ticking over. A great mark and goal by Lachie, from a great play 

starting with Romney in the centre finding Bryce and then onto Lachie. More goals by George and 

Otis setup a fantastic win.  Once again, in a backline lead by Ewan Baulch the boys kept Hawthorn 

scoreless for the Quarter.  

Final Score Brunswick 6.11. 47 Hawthorn 3.1.19 

 

Notable Efforts  

 Lachie for his contribution in the forward line a great goal sneek; 

 Romney, his in and under play is outstanding; 

 Otis and Bryce always setting up plays and involving other team mates; 

 Ewan hard at the ball with fantastic 2nd and 3rd efforts all day. 

Brunswick Best on Ground Medal awarded to Nick Trott (5) from Hawthorn Citizens. 

Goal Kickers: 

E. Manne 2, G. Kelly 1, E. Baulch 1, O. Styant-Browne 1, L. Kennedy 1 

 

By Josh and Greg Murphy 

 


